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Listen to “In My Head” here: "In My Head"
Los Angeles electronic-pop duo b r e c n m a r i are excited to announce the January 31st release date for their third single,
In My Head. While the song carries a bouncy electronic vibe, the lush vocals
deliver a message drawn from anguish and regret. In the context of disconnected
daily routines and a self-absorbed fixation on social media, it is too easy to lament
past mistakes and overthink what could have been. Guilt intensifies alongside an
obsession over what went wrong. While the soup of distress simmers, it is
impossible to move forward, stuck “In My Head.”
The L.A. based duo – brecnmari - came back with a new single! An electro pop
track with awesome sounds and clean melody. The powerhouse vocals and lit
synths uplift it and deliver positive vibes to the listener. It's clearly an energetic
electronic song, but these vocals have an emotional touch which makes it unique
and authentic. – Panagiotis

b r e c n m a r i consists of Brecon Richards and Mariana Bandhold, two singersongwriter-producers who came together through a conspiracy of the Universe. It had already been written. They had
no choice but to combine their musical, production and performance talents to create good-vibes-only music.
Influenced by the likes of Odesza, Zedd, Martin Garrix, Louis the Child and The Chainsmokers, Mariana’s warm, powerful
and intimate vocals combine with Brecon’s tasteful electronic music production to create their signature electronic-pop
sound. The b r e c n m a r i sound wraps carefully around the duo’s hand-crafted lyrics to create an irresistibly positive
and relatable experience for any listener.
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